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NACA REWMRCH ON SLURRY FUELS

By M. L. PINNS,W. T. OMON,H. C. BARmm, and R. BEEUTWIBSER

SUMMARY

An edemnh program wa conductedto invwtigai.ethe use of
concentratedslurries oj boron and m.agnmiumin ligwid hydro-
carbona-sjuels jor a~burners amiramjet enginw. An421ytic4d
calculations indicated tit magm”um fd would giue great-w
tlo-wt and that boronfuel would give greaterrange thimvareob-
tainable from jet hydrocarbonfuz.1 alone. It was hoped that
the we of thae solid ekmenz%in slurry form would permit the
improvement to be obtuind without requiring unconventwn.al
fuel system or combuators.

i3uti consisting of 60 percent or more mugn.wum or
boron in JP fds were prepared, a.li.boughit was d@.cw?t to
obtain successivebatchesm-i%uniform propertk A zapotiza-
tion process was devised for the preparation of w $nely
divided magnesium. The si!orage8ta~&l, spray clWr&-
tiw, and non-Newtonian flow behavior of the slti varied
un”ththeparticle size of tlwmetaland the type and concemkation
of th additivtxinwrportid. The storagew!Q.MLii!yww limited
to Om0nthi3or less, but some types of magnesium slti could

readily be reconsi?iiuted by mixing. Slurry fuek formed coarser
sprays than jet hydrocarbon fid did.

Ttw%in Pipe-wn~& combwtors of variow dWi@s Shinoed
that slurried magmwium burrwd very readily even under condi-

tions where jet hydrocarbon fuel &elf would not burn, and t.?w

expected improvement in thrust was obt.akxi. Data from t-an%
on a~burrwrs indicated that coolun$ injea%m would accentuate

the improvernmt. Bowemr, some modajication of wnmntimud
fuel sys.?.enwand combusi%rswas required to compensatefor the
di$erence in$ow properties between jet hydrocarbon and slurry

fuels. ,

~maa ramjet vehizike juskd @ ?nugr@ium skrry were

@On Succewfully, bui the tist J?ighJ% ?kizCaM t’hut further

improvementof combu.si%rs and fuel syste-nwwas needed.

In contrast to b favorable resu-?ted magntwiumslurries,
the boron 8burri.esthai were prepared were more dij)%w!tto bum
than conventional@tju.el andformed objwi%nable deposd.ein
the wmbustor.

INTRODUC’ITON

This report summarizes the NACA research program on
sIurry fuels that was conducted from 1947 to 1957. Since
it encompasses about forty NACA Research Memorrindums
(see reference list), which represent the work of many indi-
viduals, this report presents only the highlights of those
memorandums.

The slurry fuels considered herein axesuspensionsof metals
in hydrocarbons. For flight propulsion, certain metals as
fuels offer the possibilities of more flight range or more thrust

making appropriate corrections for these eflects.

than can be obtained with conventional hydrocarbons. They
may also provide combustion under operating conditions
where hydrocarbons alone will not burn. A discussion of
metals and their compounds as fuels and a review of experi-
mental work on them by the NACA and others up to 1951
are presented in reference 1, and more recent reviews are
presented in references 2 and 3. References 1 and 3 also
consider the selection of particukm fuels for the research
eflort. The reasons for interest in certain metals as fueIs
‘me reviewed hem with the aid of four figures:

Figure 1 presents the heating values of a few selected fuels
reIative to JT4 jet fueI as 1. Boron and a typical boron
hydride, pentaborsme, have more heating value on a weight
basis than JP4. Magnesium, aluminum, boron, and penta-
borane all have greater heating values than JP4 fuel on a
volume basis. These fuels also have greater heating values
per pound of air burned in stoichiometric mixtures.

Higher heating values on a w-eightand volume basis make
longer i&ht range possible (ref. 4). Heating value per pound
of air burned is indicative of the amount of thrust that can
be obtained from an engine of a given size. However, be-
cause much of the heat of combustion may be used to vola-
tilize and dissociate the combustion products, the heat@
value per pound of air cannot be used directly. The cross-
hatched parts of the bars in figure 1 therefore indicate the
relative net thrust that theoretically can be achieved after
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FIGUREI.—Relative heating vaks (ref. 2).
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Figure 2 is a plot of fuel-weight specfic impulse against air
specific impulse for a number of fuels (see also refs. 5 to 7).
Air specific impulse, which is an index of thrust, is the mqnber
of pounds of total abeam thrust per pound of airflow per
second. Fuel-weight specific impulse, an index of fuel
economy on a weight basis, is air specific impulse divided by
fuel-air ratio. Because aluminum, boron, and magnesium
burn at higher temperatures and at higher over-all fuel-air

ratios, they can give higher thrust per pound of air than is
possible with hydrocarbon jet fuel. Up to an air speofio
impulse of 152 seconds, hydrogen, boron hydrides, and boron
all requ.im less fuel flow to maintain a given thrust than
would ,jet fuel (represented in &g. 2 by octene-1) and hence
would give increaaed flight range.

Figure 3 shows the ralative ilight range calculated for a
ramjet-powered missile at 60,000 feet and Mach 3.2 foUowing

FIQURn 2.—Theoretical combustiori performance of
octene-1. Combustor-inletair

.

Air specific impulse, lt-sec/lb air

representrdive hi&energy fuels. Blurry fuels, 50 percent metal by weight in
temperature,100” F; inlet air prwmre, 2 atmospheres(ref. 7).
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Fmmm 3.—Relntive range of ramiet missile. Initial altitud% 60,000
feet; free-stream Maoh-number,‘3.2; Breguet flight path (&. 2).

a Breguet flight path (ref. 4). The reason for interest in
boron is evident from this figure.

Figure 4 illustrates the advantages to be obtained from
the high thrust possible with magnesium. A typical bomber
was selected for illustrative purpose3. With no thrust
augmentation, the bomber did not take off even with many
thousands of feet of runway. With 43-percent thrust
augmentation from JP-4 fuel, the bomber takea off at 13,500
feet over a 10-foot obstacle. This distance is shortened to
10,700 feet at 07-percent thrust augmentation with a mag-
nesium slurry. With 100-percent thrust augmentation
with magneaium slurry and water injection combined, the
takeoff distance over a 10-foot obstacle is about 8000 feet.

These, then, were the reasons for interest in metals as
aircmft fuels. Long flight range is theoretically achievable
with boron, while high thrust for afterburners or for ramjet
engines might be obtained from ahuninum, boron, or mag-
nesium.

Since little or nothing was known regarding methods of
combustion of metals in jet engines, it was fit necessary to
learn how to use these metrds as aircraft fuels. The earliest
NACA studies were based on the combustion of ahminum as
wire or powder (ref. 8). The efforts of other organizations
along analogous lines have been reviewed in reference 1.

.
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Fmurm 4.—Takeoff charaoteristicaof turbojet bomber over lo-foot
obstnole (ref. 2). (F, augmentedthrust; Fo, unaugmemtedthrust.)

Aluminum was very early dropped from the program in favor
of magnesium, because the sticky, molten aluminum oxide
caused a very serious deposit problem in the combustor.
Magnesium oxide does not melt appreciably at the flame
temperature normally encountered and does not stick to the
combustor walls as aluminum oxide does.

Handling d.iilicultiea indicated that slurries of metal
powder in liquid hydrocarbon might be more satisfactory
than the pure metal because they could probably be used
without radical departure from conventional fuel systems
and combustora. It then became necessary to learn how to
prepare boron and magnesium slurries that would perform
satisfactorily. -The preparation of slurries, the study of their
physical and combustion properties, and the development of
combustms to burn slurries were conducted concurrently at
the NACA Lewis laboratory. .

SLURRY PROPERTIES DESIRED AND METHODS OF
MEASUREMENT

0BJECTIV&3

The objective in slurry preparation was to achieve a metal
concentration of 50 percent or more (by weight) in JT-3,
J&4, or JP-5 (all three described in specification MIL-F-
5624C) jet-engine hydrocarbon fual in order to obtain a
worthwhile increase in performance. It was necewuy to

achieve euflicient fluidity to permit flow and injection into
more or less conventional jet-engine combustms and still
maintain the slurry consistency at a eufliciently high level to
prevent the suspended particles from settling too rapidly.
Furthermore, as will be discussed later, it was desirable to
use the most finely divided boron and magnesium available
in order to obtain the best combustion characteristics.
When the parti&s were relatively coarse, the suspension
was relatively fluid, and it was necessary to thicken the
hydrocarbon medium. When the particles were very fine,
the mixture was a stiff mud unless a surface-active additive
was used to promote wetting of the particles by the hydro-
carbon. The quantity of metal that could be suspended
and the properties of the suspension were functions of the
particle shape and size distribution, the composition of the
hydrocarbon medium, and the type and concentration of
additives

MEASUREMENT OF CHARACTERISTICS

Slurry fuels, like other concentrated suspimsions, have
non-Newtonian flow properties; that is, the rate at which
they flow is not directly proportional to the force applied.
The variable relation is conveniently measured with vismm-
etem, several of which were used at various stages in the
program. A mod.iiied Stcmne.r vis~meter (described in
ref. 9) was used at rates of shear up to 1800 seconds-l, and
an automatic recording viscometer (described in ref. 10)
was used over a wide range of rates of shear to obtain plots
of rate of shear or rate of rotation of spindle against shearing
stress or driving force.
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Schematic diagrams of such plots shown in fig’ore 5 repre-
. sent various types of floti behavior. 17igures 5 (%), (c),”
and (d) are idealized plots that only approximate the actual
behavior of slurries. The arrows in the figures indicate that
the curves were obtained by first continuously increasing
the shearing stress (up-curve) and then continuously de-
creasing it (down-curve). The rate of shear of IVew-tonian
materials varies linearly with the shearing stress, and the
viscosity is proportional to the reciprocal of the slope of the
plot (fig. 5 (a)). For plastic materials, a iinite shearing
stress must be applied before thp rate of shear becomes a
linear function of shearing stress (fig. 5 (b)). The plastic
viscosity is measured by the reciprocal of the slope of the
linear portion of the plot.. The yield value is deiined as the
intercept of the extrapolated linear portion with the shearing
stress axis (fig. 5 (b)). The rate of shear of pseudoplastic
materials increases nonlinearly with shearing stress (@.
5 (c)). When the shearing stiess required to effect a given
rate of shear decreases upon prolonged application of the
strew, the material is thixotropic, and the up- and down-
curves do not coincide (fig. 5 (d)). The apparent viscosity
at any selected point on the flow curve is proportional to the
reciprocal of the slope of a stmight line draw-n from that
point to the origin, as in figures 5 (b) and (c).

Low plastic or apparent viscosity and low yield value
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(a) Newtonian material: Viscosity= (hatmunont constant)/(Slope of
OA).

(b) Phwtio material: Phwtio viscosity= (Instrument Constant)/(Slope
of BCD); Yield value=bgth OB along axis; Apparent viscosity=
(Instrumentconstant)/(Slope of OC).

(o) Peeudoplastio material: Apparent viscosity= @&rurnent con-
stant)/(Slope of OE).

(d) Thhotmpio matarial: Plastio viscosity= (Instrument constant)/
(Slope of FGH); l%ld value= lkngth of OF along a~.

FIGURE5.-Schematio plots of rate of shear against shearing strwa.
Arrows indicate path of increasingrate of shearfollowed by decreas-
ing rate of shear.
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FIWIMI6.—Effect of temperature on curves obtained with Storrmx
viacometerone day aft8r preparationof slurry containing 60 porcont
boron, 48.1 peecent JP-5, 1.6 percent glyceryl sorbitan laumte, nnd
0.3 percent aluminumoctoate (ref. 17).

facilitate the pumping of a slurry; while high levels of vis-
cosity, yield value, and thixotropy retard the settling of the
suspended particles.

Other vimometers used were the Severs Extrusion Rho-
ometer at about 1000 to 24,000 seconds-l and a Brooldielcl
Viscometer at about 0.5 and 10 seconds-l. They are de-
scribed in reference 11. The Brooldield instrument gave
apparent viscosities that were very convenient comparative
measurements. Unless otherwise indicated, all viscosity
measurements were made at about 86° J?.

Stability toward settling was commonly mensured by
observing sedimentation of the slurry in 60-miUiliter gradu-
ated cylinders immersed in a water bath at 86° l?. Tho
extent of settling was then expressed as the settling ratio,
deiiued as the ratio of depth of the sediment layer to tho
initial depth of slurry in the cylinder. Qualitative observa-
tions were also made of settling in larger containers.

The relative ease with which a settled slurry could be
redispemed was estimated for some slurriesby shaking under
controlled conditions (described in ref. 11) the 60-milliliter
cylinder of slurry used in the settling teat. The “percent
redisparsible” -wasthe percent of sediment layer that could
be poured out after shaking.
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Dielectric properties of boron and magneaium suspended
in mineral oil were studied in order to learn about sedi-
mentation, particle shapes, and particle agglomeration, and
to form the basis for an instrumental method of estimating
the concentration of metal in a suspension (refs. 12 to 14).

PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF BORON SLURRIES
BORON

The boron powder used in most of the work was a com-
mercial product prepared by the thermal reduction of boric
oxide with magnesium. Analy& of a large number of
samples of this grade of boron showed that the purity ranged
from 87 to 91 percent free boron. bong the lmown

impurities were magnesium, boron oxide, moisture, and
traces of acid. Average particle sizes ranged horn approxi-
mately 0.6 to 1.4 microns, as determined by the air perme-
ability method with a Fisher Sub-Sieve Stir. Elehwn
microgmphs showed the particles to be irregularly shaped
(ref. 15).

Another grade of boron, prepared by an electrochemical
process, contained about 97 percent elemental boron and
had an average particle diameter less than 1 micrcD.

METHODOFPREPARATIONOF BORON SLURRIE9

The addition of the surface-active additive glyceryl
sorbitan laurate and the gclliig additive aluminum octcate
was desirable in order to obtain satisfactory flow properties
(ref. 15). Later experience suggests that other surface-
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active additives cculd have been used equally well. Of the
various grades of aluminum octoate available, the one used
was prepared by reactbg aluminum chloride with 2-ethyL
hexoic acid. Limited data indicated that acetylene black,
silica aerogiil, and cw”tain processed bentmites might be
substituted for the aluminum o“ctcate (ref. 16). The
slurries were prepared at room temperature. The additives
were thoroughly dispersedin the hydrocarbon, and the boron
powder was then add~d in small portions. Intensive mixing
was applied during the entire preparation procedure by’
use of a high-speed mixer that is illustrated in reference 15.

FLOW PBOPERTIWOFBORON8LURRIRS

The more satisfactory slurries were thixotropic at room
temperature but tended to lose this characteristic when the
temperature was raised to 80° C, as shown in figure 6.
This behavior is discussed ‘m references 15 and 17. A wide
range of initial Brook6eld apparent viscosities, from about
1500 to over 100,000 centipoises, was obtained by varying
the concentrations of boron from 50 to 60 percent, of gelling
additive from O to 0.4 percent, and of glyceryl sorbitan
laurate from 0.5 to 4.o percent (all proportions by weight).
The variation of initial Brook&ld apparent viscosity with
additive concentration is shown in figure 7. The Brook6eld
V-isccsi@increased so rapidly with boron concentration that
it was impractical to use more than about 60 percent boron
(ref. 15).
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Fmuan 7.—Effect of additive concentration on Brook8eld apparent vimmitieaof boron slurriesin W-5 fuel.
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STORAGE LIFEOFBOBON8L~

The gel structure of the boron slurries deteriorated during
storage. After a time the boron settled to form a gummy
cake that could not readily be rediipersed, a condition repre-
senting the end of useful life of the slurry. This effect was
sometimes accompanied by a decrease in Brooklield apparent
viscosity, as shown in figure 8. This @are also indicatw
that at a given concentration of surface-active additive a
higher c.mcentration of aluminum octoate increased the
useful life. However, the use of as much w 0.4 percent
aluminum octoate was feasible only when the boron con-
centration did not exceed 50 percent. One factor that
influenced the useful life was the acidity of the boron, as
reflected by the pH of a water extract of the powder.
Another factor was the moisture content, as measured by
the percent weight loss of the powder at 105° C. When the
pH was as high as 5.2 and the weight loss was as low as 0.4
percent, the initial viscosity was increased and useful life of
laboratory sampl~ extended beyond 6 months (ref. 15).

PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF MAGNESIUM SLURRIES

PREPARATIONOFMAG~

kfuch of the experimental work on magnesium slurri~ was
conducted with comparatively coarse, commercially avail-
able, 13- to 24-micron magntium powder, prepared by
atomization of the molten metal. This powder contained
94 percent or more elemental magnesium, the remainder
being mainly oxide. The particles were predominantly
spherical Average particle dknneters and particle size
distributions were variously determined with sieves, micro-
scope, Fisher Sub-Sieve Sier, and Roller Analyzer (ref. 11).

After combustion studies indicated the desirability of
using more iinely divided magnesium, sources of such
material were sought. Very limited quantities of 0.6- to
6-micron magnmium were obtained as byproducts of the
commercial atomization process. The particles of this
powder were irregularly shaped, but hot appreciably flat or
elongated. Attempts to grind magnesium gave flattened,
elongated particles that yielded slurrieswith very poor flow
properties

The development of a process for making suitable, iinely
divided magnesium was undertaken because of the very
limited commercial availability of such material The
result was a vapor process, based on the shockddling of
magnesium vapor with jet-engine hydrocarbon fuel (rofs. 18
and 19). F~e 9 is a diagram of a laboratory-sim plant
in which magnesium metal was vaporized at 2000° F in o
4-inchdiameter steel crucible heated with an induction coil.
The helium atmosphere in the furnace chamber was kept at a
pressure of 11 pounds per square inch gage, and a constant
stieam of helium carried the magneaium vapor through a
heated orifice into a serk of hydrocarbon sprays. Solidifkd
magnesium that was deposited at the inlet to the condensing
chamber tended to block the oriiice, but the difficulty was
alleviated by using a cylindrical chamber with thermal
insulation on the inner face c1 the wall at the inlet. The best
design permitted clog-free operation for about 6 hours. The
dilute hydrocarbon suspension of magnesium was pmmittod
to settle, and the sediment was centrifuged to produce a
concentrate containing about 60 percent solids. The solids
consisted of about 90 percent elemental magnesium. Elec-
tron micrographs indicatid that the particles were irregularly
shaped and that about 90 percent of them were 0.2 micron
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l?mmm 8.—Change of Brcok&ld apparentviscosity with age of boron slurrkamade with JP-5 fuel. Boron concentration, 50 percent (r+ 16).
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or less in the longest dimension. Calculations based on
minima in plots of yield vslue and Brookfield apparent
viscosity against concentration of cetyl alcohol added to the
slurry indicated the average equivalent spherical diameter
to be 0.2 to 0.4 micron (ref. 20).

MAGNESIUM SLURRIES FLUIDIZED WITH SUEFACE-AC’HVE ADDITIVE9

Preparation,-The 60 percent solids concentrate of vapor-
process magnesium was a pasty mass that had poor flow
properties even when diluted to 50 percent solids with jet-
engine hydrocarbon fuel. A 50 percent concentration of
atomized magnesium with an average particle diameter less
than about 2 microns also formed a paste. In order to
obtain a smooth fluid suspension of either type of magnesium,
it was necessary to stir in a surface-active additive and then
run the suspension through a colloid mill.

A study of assorted surface-active additives showed that
oil-dispemible compounds whose molecular structure in-
cluded a hydroxyl group together with an ester, metal salt,
or polyoxTethylene group were the most effective (refs. 9
and 21). Examples of such compounds are polyoxyethylene

, Thermocouples

k“.-. d~,+w nozzles/

%+:,,.:’”M’ “change’,,,” ”,-..-..

; t+ h
~Vaporizing
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sorbitd tetraoleate and glyceryl sorbitan laurate. It is
believed that these combinations of functional groups were
so effective because they provided a maximum of interaction
between the molecules of additive and the oxide, hydrated
oxide, sorbed moisture, or metal at the surfac- of the
rnagneaium particlea. In the case of oxide or hydrated
surfaces, the interaction may have occurred through coordi-
nation and hydrogen bonding. In the case of metal surfaces,
dipole interaction may have been involved (ref. 22).

Flow properties.-Sh.rrries containing 50 percent of vapor-
procw magnesium or l.$micron atomized magnesium and
no surface-active additive were thixotropic and behaved
like pseudoplastic materials. When successively greater
percentages of surface-active additive were incorporated,
the flow behavior became more like that of a plastic material
and the thixotropy disappeared (refs. 9 and 21). Figure 10
(also ref. 21) shorn how the yield value, plastic viscosity,
and Brooklield apparent viscosity of slurries of vapor-
procem magnesium decreased from their high values at O
or 0.5 percent additive to their low values at 3 to 5 percent
additive. Data in reference 9 indicate that slurries con-
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F’rarRz3 9.-Sohematic diagram of magne9ium vaporization unit (ref. 19).
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tdni.rg 50 percent of 1.5-micron magnesium and only 1
percent surface-active additive were very fluid (plastic vis-
cosity, 7 centipoises; yield value, 9 dym+mz; Brookfield
apparent viscosity, 200 centipoises). Acceptable slurries
containing 55 or 60 percent of lki+nicron magnesium could
readily be prepared. Data in reference 17 show that the
viscosities and yield values were often deer-ed by two-
thirds or more when the temperature w= increased to 212° F.
The effect of increasing the temperature was most pronounced
for the thicker slurries. The slurries also tended to become
more fluid during aging for about 1 month after they were
first prepared. Good uniformity of successive mixes of
slurry was readily obtained as long as the same batches of
ingredients were used, but the effect of changing batches of
magnesium was particuhirly noticeable (ref. 9).

Relation of flow properties to piping, spraying, and
storage.-The flow properties of magnesium slurries were
studied not only in viscometera, but also in a piping system
consisting of nominal %inch- and l-inchdiameter straight
pipe and standard pipe fittings (ref. 23). The results indi-
cnted that published Newtonian pressure-loss coefficients
can be satisfactorily used in the d=ign of aircraft fuel systems
for non-Newhmian slurries if account is taken of the flow
properties of the slurries as detemnined with a suitable
viscometer. The spray characteristic of slurrks of vapor-
process magnesium were relatively independent of plastic
viscosity in the range of 220 to 510 centipoises and of yield
value in the range of 150 to 810 dynes per square centimeter
(ref. 24). This fact indicat~ that considerable leeway is
permiAble in the specifmation of the flow properties of
these slurries insofar as they ailed the injection of slurry
into a jekngine combustor. -
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FIGURE10.—Effectof concentrationof additiveon Brookfieldapparent
viscosity, plastio viscosity, and yield value of slurry containing 50
percent vapor-process magneaium. Additive polyoxyethylene sor-
bitol tetraokate (ref. 21).
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The settling and storage propertkw of slurries fluidized
with surface-active additives were closely correlated with tho
flow properties (refs. 9 and 21). When the Brookfield appar-
ent viscosity of 81urrie9 containing 50 percent 1.5-micron
magnesium was 2600 to 4000 centipoises, only a small quan-
tity of supernatant liquid formed during four weeks storago
in 50-dliliter graduated cylinders. These slurries could
readily be reconstituted by tig. When these slurries
were made progrtively more fluid by the use of larger con-
centrations of surface-active additive, the quantity of super-
natant liquid increased correspondingly until, at a Brook&dd
viscosi~ of about 200 centipokes, the magneshun settled
into a hard cake that was cWlicult to redispeme in the abun-
dant supernatant liquid. Even the most fluid slurries con-
taining 50 percent vapor-process magnesium had a Brookfield
viscosity of about 35OOcentipoises, and they settled as little,
and were as easily reconstituted, as the slurries of 1.6-micron
magnesium of the same BrookEeld viscosity.

MAGNESIUMSLllRRIE9THICKENEDWITHGELLINGAGENTS

Preparation,-As previously indicated, slurries of comer,
Wmn.ized magnesium were also examined. When the average
particle size was about 4 microns or more it was necessa~
to thicken the hydrocarbon medium to retard settling, One
method was to gel the hydrocarbon. The best gelling addi-
tive consisted of aluminum octoate, which waa principally
aluminum di(2-ethylhexoate) and was similar to the gelling
additive used for boron slurries. Up to 1.2 percent of othor
grades of aluminum octoate in combination with other addi-
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Airflow
-

(b)

(c)

(a) JI-3 fuel; viecmity, 4 centipcks; no magn~ium.
(b) 30-percent slurry of magnesium containing gelling additive; ap-

parent viscosity, 300 to 400 centipoi%s.
(c) 30-percent slurry of magnesium containing gelling additive; ap-

parent viscosity, 800 to 1600 centipoises.

FIGWEE12.—Photographashowing effect of gelling additive and mag-
nesiumon spray formation. Inlet air velocity, 400 feet per second;
fuel jot velocity, approximately 26 feet per second; inlet air tempera-
ture, 80° F; inlet air density, 0.048 pound per cubic foot (ref. 27).

tives was used in earlier work (ref. 25). Various mixing
procedures were used, but for batches weighing up to 200
pounds the combined ingredients -were generally rolled in
cans or drums on a roller enclosed in a box that could be
heated. When 0.6 percent of aluminum octoate was used,
a 100-pound batch of slurry containing 50 percent of 15-
micron magnesium was gelled in about 4 hours at 90° F
(ref. 26). Under closely controlled conditions, successive
batches with very similar flow properties could be obtained
from a single drum of magnesium; but, as in the case of the
boron slurries, the gel structure was very sensitive to impuri-
tka and to small variations in the gelling additive or process-
ing conditions.

Flow properties and storage behavior.-The flow proper-
ties of gelled magnesium slurries were similar to those of the
gelled boron slurries. Although no studies were made over
n range of rates of shear, the slurri~ were observed to be
thixotropic. Also like the boron slurries, they deteriorated
during stomge, as shown by plots of Brook6eld apparent
viscosity against time in figure 11 (also ref. 26). This figure
also indicates the effect of the concentration of gelling ad+
tive on the consistency of the slurry. The use of more than
0.7 percent gelling additive gave a very thick slurry initially
and extended the length of time the gel structure was re-
tained; but, even when 2.o percent was used, the gel struc-
ture disappeared to such an extent in about 110 days that the
slurry was no longer considered usable. However, these
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measurements were made on small samples, two of which,
containing 0.6 psrcent aluminum octoate, were taken from
larger batches. It was later discovered that the remainders,
which had been kept sealed in their original containers, were
still of usable quality even after 5jf months of storage. It
therefore appeam that the storage life of gelled slurries may
be subject to more variables than have been investigated
and may be longer than is indicated in iigure 11.

The relation of apparent viscosi~ to spray characteristics
of gelled magnesium slurry is shown in high-speed photo-
graphs in figure 12 (taken from ref. 27). At an apparent
viscosity of 800 to 1600 centipoises, the spray was coarser
th”& at 300 to 400 centipoises, and both these sprays were
much coamer than a spray of JP-3 fuel. This behavior
appears to be in contrast with the previously mentioned
lack of correlation between spray characteristic and flow
properties of slurries of vapor-process magnesium. The
dHerence may be at least partially attributable to the
absence of gel structure in the latter slurries.
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FIGURE 13.—Effeot of concentration of various grad= of petrolatum
on BrooMeld apparent viecosity of slurries containing JP4 fuel and
50 percent 18-mioron magneaium (ref. 11).
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MAGNESIUM SLIJRRIES THICKENED WITH PETROLATUM

Preparation.-Another method used to stabilize slurries
of coarser magnesium was to replace part of the jet fuel
with petrclatum. When petrolatum with an ASTM melt-
ing point of 161° F and an ASTM penetration of 80 (petro-
latum E in fig. 13) was used, the incorporation of 18 to 22
percent petrolatum in a slurry containing 50 percent 18-
micron atomized magnesium gave the most satisfacto~
results @ef. 11). The magnesium concentration could also
be increased to 65 percent by decreasing the petrolatum to
10 percent. The best preparative procedure was to mix the
petrolatum with part of the jet fuel at 175° to 195° F, add
the remainder of the jet fuel, add the magnesium powder
and mix it in at 140° to 160° F, and then cool the mixture.
uniformi~ of successive mixes was readily obtained as
long as the petrolatum came from the same batch, but the
petrolatum concentration had to be adjusted for diflerent
batches of petrolatum.

Flow properties and storage behavior.-Limited data
obtained for slurries containing 50 percent 18-micron mag-
nesium and 18 b 26 percent petrolatum indicated that the
slurries were phwtic or slightiy pseudoplastic mixtures
(ref. 11). The Brookfield apparent viscosity was readily
adjustable over a wide range (from about 160 centipoises,
like thin paint, ti about 16,000 centipoises, like apple butter)
merely by selecting a suitable grade of petrolaturn and
varying the petrolatum concentration from 10 to 30 per-
cent of the weight of slurry (i&. 13). Other factors con-
trolling the viscosi~ were particle size and concentration
of the magnesium (ref. 28). By choosing an appropriate
concentration of petrolatum and keeping the average di-
ameter of the spherical magnesium particles above about
7 microns, a satisfactory degree of fluidity could be main-
tained even when the magnesium concentration was raised
to 60 or 65 percent.

The extent of settling that occurred during 28 days could
be correlated quite closely with the Brook6eld viscosity of
the slurry. Some supernatant liquid always formed during
this period, but when the Brookfield viscosity was about
4000 centipoises, the extent of settling was small and the
slurry codd readily be restored to its original condition by

C::bustion

.

F

Mixing -chomber screen-~’ I ~

Steel diophrogm-’ ■

F ‘

;.

Pilot hole ,
closed ---

FmunE 14.41urry burner for measurement of blowout velooit.ies
(ref. 30).

mixing. The extent of settling was minimized when tho
4000-centipoise viscosity was attained by raising the mag-
nesium concentration above 50 percent (ref. 11).

Photographs in reference 29 suggest that petrolatum-
thickened slurry gave a more stringy spray than gelled
slurry gave.

SUMMARY OF SLURRY PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES

Slurries can be made with high concentrations of 6nely
divided boron or magnesium. Their shortcomings me (1)
some nonuniformity of successive batches, particularly of
boron slurries, (2) limited storage life, and (3) limited
availability of the high purity, finely divided metals.

Exact slurry formulations cannot be recommended because
of the difficulty of obtaining uniform batches of components
and preparing uniform batchea of product. However, when
the components used are very similar to those that have
been described, slurries comparable to the most satisfactory
ones that were made can be prepared by using the following
approximate formulations:

Boron 81urry.-5O Percent boron (prepared by the mag-
nesium reduction process), 0.2 to 0.4 percent aluminum
octoate, 1.3 to 2.0 percent glyceryl sorbitan laurate, rmd ~
47.6 to 48.5 percent JP fuel.

Vapw-proce88 magne8ium 81~.—5O Percent vapor-
procesa magnesium (in the form of a concentrate containing
liquid hydrocarbon), 2.0 to 4.o percent glyceryl sorbitan
laurate, and 46 to 48 percent total hydrocarbon.

ik?i?ed mugnes-ium &?urry.-5O Percent atomized mag-
nesium (13 to 18 microns average particle diameter), 0.4
to 0~6percent aluminum octoate, and 49.4 to 49.6 percent
JT’ fuel.

Petiolaium-8tahiKzedmaywiurn 81u~.—5O Percent atom-
ized magnesium (13 to 18 miorons average partiole diameter),
18 to 22 percent petrolatum, and 28 ta 32 percent Zl? fuel,

COMBUS!ITON OF BORON SLURRIES
EXPLORATORYSTUD~

Exploratory studies were made”of two combustion prop-
erties: blowout velocity (velocity of combustion air required
to extinguish the flame), and combustion efficiency (percent
conversion of each fuel component to oxidized products).
Blowout velocities were measured in the burner shown in

I

I

2
Equivalence ratio

FIGURE 15.—BIowout velocitim of propylene oxide, JP+4, and two 60
percent-boron slurrkg in l~inoh-diametir burner. Slurrka made
with JP-4 fuel (ref. 2).
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figure 14 and in reference 30. The fuel was introduced
through a small orifice and atomized with air. The atomized
fuel entered rLmixture prepsmtion zone in which additional
combustion air was added. The additionrd combustion air
was introduced through a wall made of wire cloth that
prevented the accumulation of solid particles on the will
of the preparation zone. The flame TYaSseated in the
recirculation zone established by the sudden expapsion to
~he 1%-inch-insidediametar tube. The mixture was ignited
by a pilot flame that extended through a hole that was
closod after ignition. The flow of combustion air was
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FIGUBEI17.—Combustion effloienoy of JW4 and two 30-percent-
boron slurries made with JP-4 fuel (ref. 2). Apparatus shown in
figure 16.

increased to the point where blowout ocourred. The test
fuel was evaluated at several rates of fuel flow so that the
blowout velocity could be determined for various fuel-air
ratios.

Boron-slurry blowout velocities are reported in refereneas
30 and 31. Figure 16 comparea P1OWof blowout velocity
against equivalence ratio (actual fuel-air ratio divided by
stoichiometric fuel-air ratio) up to 2.0 for JT4, propylene
oxide, and two slurriesconttig 50 percent boron. Propyl-
ene oxide is a convenient comparison fuel, since it has
roughly twice the laminar flame speed of hydrocarbons of
the type found in J3?4. AlthoWl the two boron slurries
ditfered somewhat in composition (9o percent boron purity,
1.O-micron average particle size, 1.6 percent surface-active
agent, no gelling additive, against 97 percent, 0.7 mioron,
1.3 percent, and 0.5 percent gelling additive), their blowout
velocities were similar. As shown in figure 15, the boron
slurries and the JP-4 fuel had substantially the same blow-
out velocities.

A similar exploration of combustion efficiency was con-
ducted by analyzing combustion products. The apparatus
shown in figure 16 was used. Boron slurry was injected
with a modi6ed paint spray gun, and the addition of second-
ary air formed a combustible mixture. The combustion
products issuing from the combustor outlet passed through
glass wool, ~which trapped the solid products, and the
iiltered gaseous products were collected in sampling tubes.

Figure 17 (based on data from ref. 32) shows combustion-
eiliciency data over the range of equivalence ratios of intarest
for JT4 fuel and two slurries containing 30 percent boron
but no additives. The combustion efficiency of the slurry
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FIGURE18.Achematiu diagram of 5-inch-diameter ramjet burner (ref. 33).

of 97-percent-pure boron was only a little lower than that
of JP4 over the entire range of equimlence ratios, while
that of the slurry of 86-peroent pure boron was 15 to 20
percentage points poorer.

Z.A12GEE-SCALE STIJDIE3

Since the exploratory data indicated that slurried boron
could be made to burn almost as vigorously and efficiently
as JP4 fuel, it was nest burned in the 5-inchdiameter
simulated ramjet burner “sketched in figure 18, taken horn
reference 33. Preheated air at pressures up to 40 pounds
per square inoh gage was supplied through a choked diffuser

FIGURE19.—Bomn+lurry Xeholders (ref. 2).

into the combustion zone. The combustion chamber length
was varied between 40 and 52 inches; the combustor ter-
minated in a variable-mea exhaust nozzle. A water spray

Equivolerwe rotio

Fmwrm 20._ Combustion effloiency of JP-1 fuel and boron slurry in
fAnchdiameter ramjet burner. Flameholder A shown in figure If);
b&ner length, 40 and 52 inches; irdet mixture temperature, 171° to
235° F; inlet p=~, 1692 to 2478 pounds pOrsquare foot absoluta;
inlet velocity, 123 to 1S1 feet per second; boron purity, 87 to 91 por-
Cent (ref. 33) .
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quenched the exhaust gasea immediately downstream of
the exhaust nozzle. TIIe temperature of the quenched gases
was measured by thermocouples downstream. Combustion
efficiency was calculated from a heat balance across the
system.

The crm-type flameholders used in this program are shown
in figure 19. The Vgutter types of flameholders originally
used were discontinued because of poor combustion per-
formance. The modifications in the- can-type flameholders
included the usual combustor design variables, such as
blocked area, airflow distribution, and combustion-chamber
length. J?lameholderA in J&me 19 gave the best perform-
ance, It was felt that the fuel-collecting scoops or shrouds
around the first band of holes encouraged the recirculation
of the boron into the upstrem region of this flameholder.

The data from the 6-inch-diameter burner are mmmaxized
in figure 20 (taken from ref. 33), in which combustion ei3i-
ciency is plotted “against equivalence ratio. Gelled boron
slurries consisting of 50 percent boron powder, 1.6 percent
glyceryl sorbitan laumte, 0.4 percent aluminum octoate,
and 48 percent JP4 were evaluated and compared with
JP-4 fuel alone. The boron powder was 87 to 91 percent
pure, since the 97-percent-pure boron, which gave the more
favorable results in the lx-inch burner, was not available in
st$licient quantity. The highest combustion efficiency
obtained from the slurries was approximately 80 percent,
considerably lower than that of Jl%, particularly at low
equivalence ratios. The performance was about the same
as that obtained with the corresponding grade of boron in
the I%-inch burner (fig. 17).

The principal observations that were made as a result of
these and other data in the program were as follows: Heat
outputs higher than the theoretical for J3?4 fuel were at-
tained with boron fuels at high fuel-air ratios. A very high
flame temperature was necessary for efficient combustion,
as indicated by the high efficiencies only at, near-
stoichiometric fuel-air ratio. Scoops to encourage the re-
circulation of boron in the primary zone increased the
efficiency. Combustion-chamber-length variations between
40 and 52 inches had little influence on combustion efficiency.
Small variations in fuel composition had little influence on
combustion performance.

Since the primary application for boron slurries would be
in long-range, ramjet-powered vehicles where it is desirable
to opemte at low temperature ratios and hence low over-all
fuel-~ir ratios, it seemed that some type of flow stratiiica-
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FIctum 21.—lO-Inch-diameter ramjet engine used for boron fuele
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FIQTJWJ 22.—Combustion efioienuy of JP4 fuel and lmon slurry in
16-inoh-disaneterramjet combustor. Preemre, 1 atmosphere; veloo-
ity, 260 feet per seoond; temperature, 560° F (ref. 2).

tion to produce a rich fuel mixture in the combustion chamber
was necessary to achieve high combwtion efficiencies.

The 16-inch-diwneter ramjet engine shown in figure 21
(ref. 2) was used to facilitate construction of combustors
with a bypass or stratified combustion zone. The fuel was
fed horn air-atomizing injectqm. The fuel was kept inside
a cylindrical sleeve that ensured fuel-air ratios near stoichio-
metric in the primary zone of the combustor even at over-all
fuel-air ratios that were lean. The remainder of the air was
bypassed around the fuel-control sleeve and was mixed
downstream of the primary zone. The details of the 16-
inch-diameter engine resemble actual design layouts used in
ramjet engines. Combustion efficiency was measured by
heat balance acroes the system.

One set of data that was obtained in this equipment is
shown in iigure 22 (data from ref. 34). Combustion effi-
ciency is plotted against equivalence ratio for two injector
systems. The maximum combustion efficiency with the
injectors with 0.250-inch fuel orifices vms 75 percent at an
equivalence ratio of 0.5. The use of smaller injectors

-T

..-.
L–—. . Can ._-___IlSloping baffle.—

FIGURE28.—Combudors after boron slurry wae burned in them (ref. 2).
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(0.116-in. orifice) increased the combm’tion ei%ciency to
about 85 percent at an equivalence ratio of 0.4. The com-
bustion efficiency for the boron slurries was consistently
lower than that of J&4 fuel evaluated at the same conditions.

Other problems found in the 16-inch-diameter e~”ne
tests with boron slurries are illustrated in iigure 23. The
high local temperature resulting bm combustion at locally
rich fuel-air ratios destroyed the can combustor. On the
other hand, when the combustor parts were cooler, as with
the sloping bailie system, heavy, clinker-like deposits formed
on the surface.

Boron oxide virtually solidi.iiesat temperatures of about
1000° F; reference 35 cites a viscosity of l, COO,OOOcenti-
poises for boron oxide at this “temperature.

Thus, a satisfactory combustor design for boron slurry
fuels has not been achieved. The high temperature required
for high combustion efficiency destroyed engine parts, while
lower combustor temperatures resulted in deposition prob-
lems and low combustion efficiencies. It may be that
improved fuel atomization and the use of a fuel-controlling
sleeve would produce peak combustion ethciencies at the
relatively lean fuel-air ratios desired for application to the
lo,ng-range ramjet mkiie.

COMBUSTION OF MAGNRSIUM SLURRIES

EXPLORATORYSTUDIES

Blowout velocities of various magnesium slurries contain-
ing petrolatum, gelling additive, or no additive at all have
been measured with the burners shown in figures 14 and 16
(refs. 30, 31, and 36). Invariably, as the average particle
diameter decreased, the blowout velocity progressively
increased UDtil, with 1.5-micron or vapor-process magnesium,
the flame could not be blown out at velocities within the
limits of the apparatus even at equivalence ratios less than
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FIGURE‘U-Blowout velocities of propylene oxid~ JP+ and elurriea
containing 50 percent magntium of &Eerent average partiole
sfz~. Data obtained with 1J6-inch4iameterburner shown in figure
14. (Adapti from ref. 30.)
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1 I 1 I I I I
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Fmmm 25.—EHect of equivalence ratio and fuel-air mtio on oom-
bustion efficiency of magrmium and hydrocarbon in slurry oon-
siating of 50 peraent 24-mioron magnesium, JP-3, and 0.8 I]oroont
gelling addttive (ref. 32). 1

required to support a J2?-4 flame. It is for this reason th~t
much effort was spent in obtaining very iinely divided
magnesium of suitable particle shape. Figure 24 shows
some examples of the effect of particle size on the blowout
velocity of slurries containing 50 percent magnesium. Com-
parison with iigure 15 shows that, unlike slurries of boron,
slurries of even the relatively coarse 16-micron magnoaium
had blowout velocities greater than that of J&4.,

The combustion ediciency of magnesium shwries was
greatar than 90 percent over a wide range of equivalence
ratios even when the magnesium was as coarse as 24 microns
in diameter (refs. 32 and 36), and it was even higher when
the average particle size was smaller. At equivalence
ratios above about 0.7, the combustion of the ma.gmsium
was nearly complete even though the combustion efficiency
of the hydrocarbon mt?diumbegan to decrense. Sinco thoro
was insufficient oxygen to completely burn both the mag-
nesium and the hydrocarbon, the decreasing combustion
efbiency of the hydrocarbon indicates that the magnesium
was preferentially reacting with the oxygen. This effect
can be observed in figure 26.
. Basic combustion data for magnesium have been obtaimcl

by experimentally obsem the burning timesfor magnesium
ribbons (ref. 37) in various mixtures of oxygen in argon,
nitrogen, and helium. Some of the experiments were
conducted vvithvarious percentages of -waterin mgon+~gen
mixtures. The burning times of magnesium ribbons of
0.015- by 0.31-centimeter cross section decreased by a factor
of approximately 10 with increasing oxygen concentration
over the range 17 to 100 percent by volume. The timesworo
slightly loDger with argon mixtures than with nitrogen
mixtures and were much shortened with helium mixtures,
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Increasing the moisture content shortened the burning time
somewhat.

Photographs showed that the magneaiumribbon vaporized
m it burned. Consequently, burning times were calculated
from a heat- and mass-transfer mechanism quite anakfgous
to that used for calculating the burning times of liquid fuel
drops. An important d.ifIerencewas that the concept of an
irdl.nitesimrdlythin flame front used for liquid-fuel drops was
not used. Instead, the magnesium ribbon was assumed to
burn in a high-temperature reaction zone of finite thiclme.w
ExceIlmt quribtive agreement between experiment and
calculation was achieved; also,.actual numericalvaluesagreed
within a factor of 2 to 3.

It therefore appems that magnesium slurries burn much
more rapidly and over a wider range of equivalence ratios
thnn boron slurries because the diilerence between flame
temperature and boiling point of magnesium is much larger

Cooling olr ~
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FKrmm2f3.-Afterburner-@pe combustor, 6 inches in diameter, for
burning mngneEium slurry and JP-3 fuel (ref. 2). Fiarneholder
blooked $rea, 31 percent.

than that of boron. Thus, a larger temperature gwlient
for heat and mass transfer exists for magnesium than for
boron during combustion.

COMBUSTION IN ~ERBURNEIM

A &iich~ameter afterburner-@pe combustor was oper-
ated on magnesium slurry (ref. 27). The small size of this
afterburner was set by the limited quantities of magnesium-
slurry fuels available. The apparatus is shown in figure 26.
A single turbojet combustor provided gases of the same
temperature and composition that would enter a fulkcale
afterburner. Jet thrust was measured in the thrust barrel.
Magnesium slurry was injected from eight radial stations
Iocuted exactly at the downstream edge of a single V-gutter
than sprmnedthe 6-inch test section (seesection A–A, fig. 26),
because the V-gutter was burned out when the slurry was
injected upstream of the gutter. JI-3 fuel, which was used
for comparison, was injected from a spray bar (section
B-B) located 11 inches upstream of the V~tter. When
JP-3 fuel was injected at the plane of the V-gutter, it would
not burn satisfactorily.
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FIGURE27.—Net thrust obtained from JP-3 fuel and magndum
An-r& in 6-inoh4iameter afterburner-type combustor. Siurria
contained rather ooareemagrmium and no additive (ref. 2).

TYPid data ~m ~ e apparatus of iigure 26 are shown in
&me 27. The slurries were made from rather coarse mag-
neaium and contained no thickening additive. Net thrust
of the 6-inch afterburner is plotted against equivalence ratio
for tie various fuels shown. High+oncentration slurries
burned over much wider ranges than did J2?-3 fuel. l?ur-
thermore, increasing the concentration of magnesium in the
slurry increased the thrust, as predicted by thermodynamic
calculations.

If -water injection in the turbojet engine were combined
with afterburning, the engine should get the combined thrust
augmentation of both systems. However, the experience is
that water injection, particularly at high water-flow rates,
adveraely tiects the combustion efficiency in an afterburner
btig conventional jet fuels. The effectiveness of the com-
bined system is reduced. High water-flow rates may even
extinguish the afterburner flame. Because of this problem,
the effects of water on the combustion of JP-3 and on the
combustion of magnesium slurry were determined in the rig
shown in figure 26. Typical data appear in figure 28 (also
ref. 38).
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I?mmw 2&—Performance obtained from JP-3 fuel and magnesium
elurry in E-iiohiiameter afterburner-type combusbr with water
injection. Stoiohiometrio combustion; slurries contained rather
coarae magnesium and no additives (ref. 2).
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At high water-air ratios, the temperature at the end of
the afterburner decreased with both Jt?-3 fuel and with the
60 percent magnesium slurry because of the high dilution
with water. Further analysis of the data, however, shows
that the combustion efficiency of the J3?-3 fuel was much
reduced at water-air ratios above 0.04, while the combustion
efficiency of 60 percent magnesium slurry was essentially
unaffected. Unlike hydrocarbons, magnesium slurry burned
quite vigorously and at high combustion efficiencies in the
small afterburner even at high water-flow rates.

Thruskqgrnentation data are summarized in figure 29.
Curve A shows thrust augmentation obtained expetientally
in a full-scale turbojet engine with coolant (75 percent water
and 25 percent alcoholYby weight) injection, but without an
afterburner. About 27-percent augmentation -wasachieved
at a liquid ratio of about 7; that is, seven times the normal
fuel-flow rate of the engine with no thrust augmentation.
About 52-percent thrust augmentation was obtained experi-
mentally by afterbnrning without coolant injection, as in-
dicated by the circle; a liquid ratio of 4 was required. When
experimental runs were made using coolant injection com-
bined with stoichiometric combustion of JI-3 fuel in an
afterburner, curve B was obtained. The maximum augmen-

‘ tation achieved in these runs was about 70 percent; higher
coolant-flow rates caused unstable operation (ref. 2).

If slurry fuel containing 60 percent magnesium were
burned stoichiometrically in a full-scale afterburner, and no
coolant injection were used, the estimated augmentation
would be as shown by the square in figure 29. This estimate
is based on the combustion efficiency’ of the slurry in the
small-scale afterburner of figure 28. When the latter com-
bustion efficiency is combined with coolant injection, tie
estimated augmentation is that indicated by curve C, which
predicts 100-percent thrust increase at a liquid ratio of 13.5.
This prediction assumes that coolant injection would give
the same combustion efficiency as water injection (indicated
in ref. 39).

One very short-duration run with 60 percent magnesium
slurry has been made. Combustion was stoichiometric and
no water injection was used. The experimental thrust aug-
mentation, indicated in figure 29 by the diamond, agreed
quite closely with the predicted performance, indicated by
the square.

COMBUSTIONIN RAMJETMOUNTEDIN CONNECTED-PIPEFACILITY

lfagnesinm slurry was also considered as a fuel for ramjet
engines. Its high chemical reactivity, high air specific-
impulse potential, and l@h fuel-volume speciiic impulse
indicated magnesium slurry should be suitable for short-
range ramjet vehicles. A joint program with the NACA
Langley laboratory was undertaken to develop a ground-
launched, roc~ekboosted vehicle. It was expected that
extension of the magnesium-slurry fuel research to a flight
application would uncover diflicnlties that might otherwise
have been missed. The Langley laboratory had an ethylene-
fueled, aerod~amic test vehicle (ref. 40) that could be
adapted to burn magnesium slurry. Ethylene had originally
been selected, despite its low density, because its high flame
speed made it suitable for use in a short combustor.

The engine used in connected-pipe tests for developing a

1 1 , 1 , , ,
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FXGUIW29.-Static sea-level thrust augmentation of turbojet onglno
eambinfng afterburning with water or acrolant injection, Coolant,
75 percent water plus 25 peroent alcohol. (Adapted fmm ref. 38
with data added from ref. 2.)
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FIGURE30.—Wmjet engine for development of combuetor for flfgbt
twta (ref. 42).

slurry fuel is shown in figure 30. Its design was the result
of an extensive study for fuel-injection devices, flameholdera,
staxting disks, and other features that are discussed in refer-
ences 41 and 42. Slurry fuel was introduced through a
spring-loaded, variable-porhrea injector with four longi-
tudinal slots spaced 90° apart. Ignition was achieved with
an electrically ignited flare, as shown in the figure. The
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combustion chamber was 19 inches long, and the gutter-
funnel-type flameholder blocked 46 percent of the combustor
cross-sectional area. Starting was facilitated by mounting
cm d.uninum disk upstream of the exit nozzle to block part
of the nozzle area (ref. 42). After ignition occurred, the disk
mountings burned away rapidly and permitted the disk to
be exTelled through the nozzle.

This engine was connected to a pipe facility that fed air
at 30 to 60 pounds per square inch absolute and 63° to 367° F
into the inlet. The combustion products were discharged
into a barrel-type thrust target mounted in a plenum chamber
and were eventually discharged to the atmosphere.

The performance of magnesium-slurry fuel consisting of
50 percent of 93-percen&pure atomized magnesium of 1.5-
micron average particle diameter, 50 percent JP4, and no
additives has been compared with the performmce of
ethylene in a similar engine (ref. 42). Fuel-weight specific
impulse is plotted against air specfic impulse for slurry and
ethylene fuels in figure 31 (a). The ideal performance data
for the slurry and octene-1 fuels were obtained from reference
7, and for ethylene from reference 43. Over the range of
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air speciiic impulse obtained with ethylene, the fuel-weight
specitlc impulse of ethylene was ~geater tham that of the
slurry. At an air speciiic impulse of 159 seconds, which was
the maximum obtained with ethylene, the fuel-weight
specific impulses of the ethylene and the slurry were 2350
and 1950 seconds, respectively. The slurry fuel permitted
operation up to rm air spec~c impulse of 187 seconds at a
maximum dombnstor efficiency of about 82 percent (ref. 42).

Fuel-volume specilic impulse, an index of fuel economy on
a volume basis obtained by multiplying air speci.tlcimpulse
by fuel density and dividing by fuel-air ratio, is presented in
figure 31 (b) as a function of air specific impulse. A density
of 18.3 pounds per cubic foot was used for the ethylene volume
impulse computation. This density was obtained when the
flight fuel tank was pressurized to 1200 pounds per square
inch. The fuel-volume specific impulse of the slurry was
2.6 and 2.9 times that of ethylene at air speciiic impulses of
140 and 159 seconds, respectively. At air specific impulses
of 150 to 170, the experimental fuel-volume impulse of the
slurry was about 10 percent lower than the ideal volume
impulse for octene-1.
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FIGURE31.—Comparison of impulse data for three fuels. Slurry, 50 percent 1.5-mioron magn=iurn, 50 percent JP-4, and no additivq
combustor-inlet stagnation temperature, 350° F; sonio discharge of exhaust produets (ref. 42).
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The fuel-volume speciiic impulse is a significant parameter
when applied to vehicles that have a small ratio of fuel
weight to gross vehicle weight. For example; the Langley
flight vehicle had an ethylene fi.uil-to gross-weight ratio of
0.1. Hence, a large increase in volume speciiic fuel con-
sumption can make possible a correspondingly large @crease
in fiel load with only a small increase in vehicle g-rosamight.
It was therefore concluded that the replacement of ethylene
by magnesium slurry in the NACA Langley flighbtest
vehicle should result in improved performance.

PERFORBUNCE OF MAGNE91UN SLURRY IN FLIGHT ~

Three flight tests of small rocketAaunched ramjet test
vehicles fueled with magnesium slurry were conducted at
the Langley Piiotless Aircraft Research Station. The
engines of these vehicles were similar to the 6.5-inch ramjet
combustor that has been discwwi. The first and third
tests, conduct ed with single-engine vehicles, ware considered
successful, since good flame stability and reasonably good
over-all performance of fuel and mechanical components wwe
achieved (refs. 44 and 45). The second test, using a lmiu-
engine vehicle, was less satisfactory because an abrupt
decrease in thrust occurred during flight (ref. 46). The
difficulty was attributed to the clogging of a fuel line by a
lump of magnesium paste.

Some of the data from these tests are listed in table I,
which shows that, as expected, the fuel-weight speciiic
impulse of magnesium slurry was lower and the fuel-volume
specific impulse was greater than obtainable, with ethylene
in similar vehicles.

TABLE I.—PERFORM~CE OF RAMJET TEST VEHICLES
FUELED WITH MAGNESIUM SLURRY AND ETHYLENE

First
test,

single

(%f;&)
n

Second
test,
twin

;+

Ethyl-
ene fuel
in twin

(:f%%o
and 48)

Fuel~vol~e speoilio e37, 00[
I impulee,lb-see/ I I I 19, 3UU

Fueeiwe&htw~:c30 I 549 --- 770
:::8

0 --- e51, 800 f 171 600;

I (UIffd I I I I
I M@mumairspecMo I 151 I --- I 150 I ------ I

----

im *, seo -
\r Acce eratlo%g------- & 6 --- I &l I ‘L13;

I %6 I
Mxdmurn gros- 0.658 0.664 0.760 0. iii

thrustcoefficient

a S1 conaiated of 50 percent 1.6-mioron magnesium, 50 percent
JP-4.~mokfield apparentviscoeity, 68OOoentipo&s.

bSlurry consisted of 50.7 percent 0.6-mioron magrmium, 49.3 per-
cent JP-4. BrooMeld ap arent viscosity, approx. 8000 centipoieea.

“S1’W
tconaietedof 52. percent l-micron (m=.) magnti~ 47.1

aFu. speoifioimp& are tmaedon gross thrust andlmme are not
percent P-4, and 0.5 ercentsurface-activeadditive.

dfreotl comparablewith those shown in figure31.
J● C oulatedfrom fuel-weight speofic impulse and den& of slurry.

Density of slurry Crdoulati from apeciiicgravity 1.08 ‘ven in ref. 44.
$’I Calculati from fuel-weight apeoho impulee and ensity of oom-

preesedethylene. Density of ethylene calculatedfrom data in ref. 48.

FUEL SYSTEMS FOR EXPERIMENTAL COMBUSTION OF
SLURRY FUELS

The unique physical properties of slurries hnve created
many problems that must be considered by designers of
handling devices such as pumps, meters, valves, or injectors
(ref. 47). The following are several problems faced in the
design of slurry-fuel systems:

(1) hfetal particles tend to clog passagewa~ and oritlces
even though the openings may be considerably larger than
the mtium particle size. Slurries of milled magnesium
powder are more prone to clog constrictions in fuel lines
than are slurries of atomized metal powder. Flow restric-
tion mused by this kind of clogging is often progressive
and does not always result in complete flow blockage. The
effect may be intermittent so that the flow rate ond pressure
will vary unpredictably.

(2) Metal particles will adhere to valve seats unless one
of the surfaces is of rubber or the mating surfaces are wiped
clwm before contact as in tight-fitting plug valves.

(3) Metal particles tend to enter clearance space between
sliding and rotating surfaces. As the parts move, the
particles become wedged in and weld to the surface until
the mechanism jams.

(4) If the ambient temperature reaches the boiling point
of the carrier fluid, a hard, impermeable cake of dry powder
can form. This type of clogging, which is most likely to
occur when the fuel flow is interrupted for a period of time,
is due to fuel drying and is found most frequently in injection
nozzles or adj scent piping. These parts are exposed to
radiation from the flame zone or me often in a stream of

I preheated combustion air. The attachment of nozzles and
piping to duct w+ls and combustors results in additional
heating by conduction.

In order to overcome these difficulties, it has been neces-
sary to evaluate certain types of equipment to determine
whether the fuel systems are satisfactory for use with slurry
fuels. In some cases, esisting commercial equipment has
been adapted for this purpose, and in other cases custom-
bu.ilt equipment has been utilized. The following sections
describe some of the experiences encountered in the use of
this equipment.

PUMPS

Initial attempts to use gear pumps for aluminum slurries
or screw-type, positive displacement, all-steel pumps for
magnesium slurry failed because the all-metal parts seized
immediately. Later, pumps that could handle magnesium
slurry for limited periods were obtained.

A 0.26-gpm/100-rpm screw-type pump could be operated
for more than 5 hours when constructed with a tool-steel
rotor and a rubber stator. It pumped magnesium slurry at
700 to 800 rpm and a discharge pressure of 200 to 260
pounds per square inch in the recirculating-fuel system
demriied in reference 27. The slurry was made with JI?-3
fuel containing only 10 percent aromatiw in order to mini-
mize swelling of the rubber. A more solvent-resistant rubber
stator could probably have been used.
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An air-turbinedriven centrifugal fuel booster pump’ with
an aluminum impeller delivered 180 pounds of magnesium
slurry per minute at 300 pounds per square inch before slurry
began to leak past the seal and into the bearings. The
bearings seized after 17 hours of total running time. Ex-

cessively thick slurries that cavitated at the inlet and per-
mitted the pump to overspeed also caused bearing faihre.
There was no evidence of abrasion of the impeller.

A vertical centrifugal pump of ~AGA design (fig. 32)
also sufTered bearing failure (ref. 47). The 6-inch -diwneter
impeller developed an outlet pressure of 70 pounds per
square inch when driven at 3600 rpm by a geared 2.5-horse-
power air motor. Even though the slurry level was kept
well below the seal, slurry invariably penetrated the seal
and dumaged ,the bearings. It appears that centrifugal

pumps might continue to operate for long periods if pres-
surized lubricant were used to prevent seepage of slurry past
the seal.

DISPLACEMENTSYSTEM9

Diagrams of three systems for pumping slurries by dis-
placement with a hydraulic fluid are shown in figure 33.
Jet fuel was used as the pumping medium and to flush the
slurry system after a test run.

In small-diameter systems with tight-fitting pistons (&s.
33 (a) and (b)), if leakage occurred around the pistons during
pumping of very viscous slurries, the jet fuel channeled
through the slurry and flowed directly to the discharge,
mixing only slightly with the slurry. The cylindem in
figure 33 (a) (also ref. 30) had an inside diameter of 5 inches.
On the piston were two %-inch-thick O-rings of 5%inch out-
side diameter. The jet fuel caused the O-rings to swell.
Excessive swelling over a period of time will cause piston
seizure.

Experience showed that in large-diameter (approx. 36-in.)
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Fmmm32.—Verticalcentrifugalslurrypump(ref.47).
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FIGURE33.-Slurry displacement systems (ref. 4’7).

systems with loosely fitting pistons, channeling of the jet
fuel through the slurry was not a problem. I?igure 33 (o)
illustrates such a piston, which is actually a wooden disk of
such density that it floated between the slurry and the jet
fuel. The displacement systems were not suitable for un-
stable slurries, since none of them provided for recircula-
tion or agitation of the slurry.

Preliminary work has been done on a displacement system
in which Cordite is used as a source of high-pressure gas to
propel the piston. This system was used in the flight tests
of rfunj et vehicles. DMign and performance data on such
a system are given in reference 44.
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VALVBFORSLURRY SYSTEMS

The problem of fiding suitable valves for slurrieswas not
.so imposing as the development of suitable pumping equip-
ment. Spring-loaded plug valves with manual or mechani-
cally linked shutoff have been used succewfully. These
valves, which may be obtained with two-, three-, or four-way
bodies, did not leak at a pressure of 125 pounds per square
inch and were not damaged by magnesium particles. Un-
fortunateely, however, such valves do not permit he regula-
tion of flow.

For flow regulation, cmmnercidly available valves with
rubber membranes that can be moved to vary the flovr-
pa.smge opening were used. Positive shutoff is reliable
because the rubber ean close tightly over the metal particles
that are trapped on the closure or valve-seating surfaces.

,,-Controlled go~ pressure

Diophrogm

Perforated
plote

FIGURE34.—P resmre-relief valve (ref. 47).

Oil filled-,
\ I ‘1

Slurry
possoge-

%P’ ‘

FIQUEE35.—Diaphmgm-sealed pressure gage (ref. 47).

Also, the membrane seals the sliding metrd valvo parts from
contact with the slurry.

The pressure-relief valve shown in figure 34 was used in the
recirculating-fuel system described in reference 27. Opera-
tion with this valve was entirely satisfactory.

PLOWANDPBFSSUREMEMUREMENT

The physical and hydraulic properties of slurries that
affect flow and pressure measurement are discussed in ap-
pendix B of reference 47. Sharp-edged orifices and ~onturi
tubes can be used to meter slurries, but the success of such
devices depends on the development of pressure gages thot
will not be affected by solid particles. Ordinmy gages have
Bourdon tubes, bellows, or diaphragm chambem that con-
tain stagnant zones in which slurries may settle. The re-
sulting sediment impedes the motion of the indicating
linkage and is mtrernely diflicult to remove.

In order to avoid these difEculties, several methods hnve
been used to provide for an indirect measurement of slurry
flow. For the displacement pumping systems described
previo.@y (&g. 33), the jet fuel is metered and the slurry
flow rate is determined from the ratio of the densities of tho
slurry and jet fuel.

T7
-Funnels for flushing ond

/“’” refilling settling chombers -----

W

k’ (’~-Differential
pressure pickup v

FIGUEE36.+ettling cbambem for differential pressure gnge (ref. 47).
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The slurry fuel system described in reference 41 had a
fuel tank suspended from a strain gage connected to a strip-
chart recorder that plotted fuel weight as a function of time.
This type of setup is suitable for tests run at nearly constant
fuel-flow rates.

A rotating-vane flowmeter was used in the investigation
reported in reference 42. A permanent magnet in the rotor
generated an alternating potential having a frequency pro-
portional to the flow. The meter was modfied by the manu-
facturer to incorporate additiond clearance in the bearings
nnd bleed holes for continuously flushing the bearings. The
slurry passed through this meter at a rate of 0.275 to 0.8
pound per second. The inside diameter of the meter was %
inch. A smaller-size meter clogged with a 50 percent
magnesium slurry.

Fuel
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0.50°
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(a) Aapiratiig spray bar.

.
+“O.D.-,,

Annul us} O. OIOmJ’ ~

Fuel nozzle;

(b)

(b) Air-atomizing nozzle.

FIGURE37.—Afr-ntomiziug devic~ for slurry fuele (refs. 27 and 30).

Pressures in slurry fuel-flow systems have been measured
by means of diaphragm-sealed pressuregages. As indicated
in figure 36, the slurry is not in contact with the prwaure-
measuriug instrument. The pressure of the slurry acting
on the diaphragm is transmitted to the gage.

Differential pressures across the orificw or Ventti
flowrnetera are usually measured by remote-indicating
diophragm-actuated pressure pickups, such as the arrange-
ment described in reference 27. The pickup is protected by a
series of settling chambem (fig. 36) il.lledwith jet fuel, which
has a lower density than the slurry. Flusbg the ch~b~
between tests prevented the slurry from entering the pressure
pickup.

SLURRYFUELmJECTORS

The creation of a homogeneous fuel-air mixture at the
entrance to a combustor flame-seating zone is one of the
requirements of good combustor design. In turbojet aftm-
burners the duct length available for fuel-air mixing before
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the flameholders is severely limited by weight and size
considerations.

In the case of slurry fuels, the problem of obtaining a
homogeneous mixture at the flame seat is further complicated
by the extremely viscous nature of the slurry, which tends
to promote coarse atomization and uneven fuel-pray dis-
tribution. High-speed photographs of slurry sprays (fig. 12
and refs. 27 and 29) illustrate the magnitude of the dropleh
size difference between conventional and slurry fuels and
indicate that spray patterns and distribution of gelled
magnesium slurry are influenced by slurry viscosity. Other

Fuel monifold-,
\ &ter outlet

fold

- ‘~Woter inlet

Fuel orifice,

0.0500-------

F2QURE38.—Water-jaoketed fuel injedor (ref. 27).

tests (ref. 27) indicated that air could be used to promote
better atomization. Details of air-atoniizing nozzles that
have been used successfully are shown in figure 37 (also
refs. 27 and 30).

With nozzles of the air-atomizing type, the airstream
shields the slurry from the high temperatures of the com-
bustion zone and atomizes the fuel. If the atomizing-air
supply is shut off after the slurry flow is interrupted and
before the combustor has cooled, the jet-fuel carrier in the
slurry quickly boils off and leav~ a hard plug of dried powder
clogging the injector. When fuel is injected without air
atomization, it is often necessary to provide a means of
cooling the fuel injector. A water-jacketed slurry injector
is illustrated in figure 38 (also ref. 27). Water*oo&W
may be unnecessary, however, U the SIV ~jection ~ pre-
ceded by jet-fuel injection. The jet fuel cools the injector;
and, if slurry is introduced at a high flow rate, the injector
remains cool. Slurry injection may be followed by jet-fuel
flow to flush the injector.
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FIGURE39.—Dfagrarn of fuel system used in conjunction with 6-inohdiarneter ramjet burner for tests on boron slurry (ref. 33).
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Slurries have been atomized by being impinged on splash
plate or sleeve mounted in thq airstream (ref. 41). T

Examples of ways the various elements of fuel systems
have been combined are shown in figures 39 to 41 and are
discussed in some detail in references 27, 41, 42, and 45.
Figures 39 and 40 illustrate the transfer of slurries to ramjet
enginesby displacement with pressurized JP-4 and nitrogen,
respectively. Figure 41 shows the use of a pump to force
slurry into an afterburner. All these systems, having been
designed to operate on the ground and to yield a mtium
of operational data, -weretoo heavy and bu!lky to be usable
in aircraft, but probably could be modi.iied for this purpose.
The gas-generator pressurized systems used in the Pdotless
Aircraft Research Station tests are examples of displacement
systems designed for small fight vehicles. Considera~lj
more work would be required to dwign slurry fuel systems
for large flight vehicles.

. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results of the research program indicate that boron-
slurqy fuels were not satisfactory for use in afterburners and
ramjot engines because of the poor combustion efficiency of
the boron. Magnesium-slurry fuels performed successfully
but em only provide greater thrust than conventiomd hydro-
carbon fuels, not increased range. The flow and combustion
characteristics of magnesium slurry necessitated some modi-
fications in conventional fuel systems and combustors.
Towmd the end of the slurry-fuel program, attention was
turned to liquid nonhydrocarbon fuels that were under study
and that offered more satisfactory handling characteristics
than dld magnesium slurry, as well as greater thrust and
rrmge than obtainable from hydrocarbons. Consequently,
the slurry-fuel program was terminated.

The information obtained on the preparatio~flow prop-
erties, and stability of concentrated suspensions of boron
rmd magnesium in hydrocarbon may be applicable to the
use of suspensions for other purposes.

Lmvrs l?LIGHT PBOPVLSION LABORATORY

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTED FOR AERONAUTICS
CLEVELmD, Oreo, August 16, 1968
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